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ABSTRACT 
A Methodology for the Optimization of Building Energy, Thermal, 
and Visual Comfort 
Jerome Conraud-Bianchi 
Buildings are under the scope of environmentalists since they are the biggest energy 
consumers and polluters. Building performance could be greatly improved thanks to 
optimization. Yet, optimizing for different aspects of a building's performance is a 
conflicting process and building designers have to rely on their experience to make 
decisions. 
The present work proposes a method to assess the optimal configuration for a 
building in terms of energy and indoor environment performances. The method relies 
on the good performance of Genetic Algorithms (GA) for complex optimization 
problems. However, GAs require extensive computations. Artificial Neural 
Networks (ANN) were used to alleviate the computational burden. The main concern 
has been to make this method as universal and easy to use as possible, resorting to 
widely used tools only. 
The method was first successfully tested on a small-scale, four-room section of an 
office building and on a full-scale school. In both cases, the ANN model performed 
well with prediction errors in the order of 5%. Finding a better design for the school 
building was rather difficult since the building performed well already, but thermal 
comfort could be improved without increasing the energy demand or decreasing 
visual comfort. The limits of the method were tested by playing with the number of 
inputs and outputs. The ANN performed well though its performance decreased as 
the number of design parameters increased. The limits of the method were 
established regarding the performance of the ANN and the number of cases required 
to train and validate the ANN. 
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1.1. On the State of Energy and Buildings 
Ever growing pressure on the environment begs for solutions and considerable 
changes in the way buildings are designed and operated. The US National Petroleum 
Council, lead by Exxon Mobil's former CEO, Lee Raymond, affirmed in a July 2007 
public report that the world's energy demand is expected to increase by 50% to 60% 
by 2030 at which time the world oil production will no longer satisfy the market 
demand (AFP, 2007a). At the same time, one cannot deny anymore that humans are 
somewhat responsible for climate change, global warming, and all its entailments. 
North America accounts for more than 20% of the world primary energy consumption 
(Energy Information Administration, 2007). In Canada, 30% of this energy is 
typically consumed by buildings (including extraction and transportation of 
construction materials, construction, operation, demolition, and recycling). Buildings 
also account for as much as 20% of Canada's green house gas emissions, a figure 
close enough to other developed countries (NRCan, 2005). 
From the above statement, it can be observed that earth does not hold the capacity to 
sustain humankind at such a rate, and it is necessary that we, building engineers, 
urgently take some action to trigger dramatic changes in building practices to cut 
down on buildings' energy consumption. 
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The National Roundtable on the Environment and the Economy published a report in 
July 2006 setting drastic measures to improve buildings' energy efficiency (National 
Round Table on the Environment and the Economy, 2006). These measures reflect a 
global trend amongst governments and public energy agencies pressuring the building 
industry into more environmentally friendly design practices. The conclusions of this 
report were somewhat surprising: it is possible to reduce Canada's GHG emissions by 
70% by 2050 with the current available technologies. This statement relies on the 
assumption that 66% of the buildings standing in 2050 are already built and that 50% 
of commercial buildings as well as a yearly 2% to 3% of all residential buildings will 
undergo major retrofit by that date. 
1.2. The Issue: Buildings and the Environment 
This begs the question of how to mitigate buildings' harmful impact on the 
environment and how to achieve these goals to avoid the most undesirable scenarios 
predicted by scientists. In other words, how to make buildings more environmentally 
friendly without worsening occupants' comfort? 
Fortunately, the building community has started to explore the myriads solutions 
available to reverse the current trend. Studies also showed that improving the work 
environment results in healthier employees, and therefore, in a higher productivity as 
well as a positive work atmosphere and mindset (Fanger, 2000), which is beneficial to 
the development of any company. Likewise, green projects are blossoming all around 
the world and an increasing number of "green buildings" are brought to day. They 
use recycled or more environmentally friendly materials than traditional ones; they 
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are specifically designed to be energy efficient or even produce their own energy. 
For example, China illustrates this concept very well in the green city of Dongtang 
close to Shanghai (The Observer, 2008); big countries such as France and Sweden 
embedded the protection of the environment into their constitutions; in 2006, the 
Vatican State became the first carbon neutral country in the world (AFP, 2007b); in 
February 2006, Sweden announced it expected to become the first oil-free country in 
the world by 2020 (La Presse, 2006)—a quite edifying example for a country whose 
society and climate are not very different from Quebec's... 
Further to mitigating our impact on the environment, cities, buildings, and 
infrastructures are now seen as a vector to restore and help the earth's systems: some 
highways in Europe are now built with special coating absorbing pollutant molecules 
emitted by cars; green roofs are more numerous by the day. 
1.3. The Answer: Building Optimization 
As Prof. Haghighat once put it, "The first step to sustainability is optimization". This 
is the cornerstone of this work. Solutions exist and might even seem too numerous at 
time, especially when it comes to different design options for a building. 
Furthermore, buildings are very complex energy systems and the validity and 
applicability of some technologies were proved to perform very poorly when not 
integrated in an appropriate fashion. The building community has started to conduct 
research to provide guidelines based on building performance optimization to help 
designers with the challenge of integration. A review of this research is given in 
Chapter 2 of this thesis. However, very seldom did researchers take into account 
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environmental impact, energy consumption and cost as well as occupants' comfort 
altogether in their studies. 
1.4. Objective of this Work and Thesis Outline 
This study sets out to provide guidelines as how to approach whole-building 
optimization encompassing energy use, thermal comfort and visual comfort. 
Traditional optimization methods such as linear optimization or optimization 
techniques working on the gradient of the function to optimize are not indicated in the 
case of buildings due to buildings' inherent complexity. Instead, holistic methods 
have proven to work particularly well, with Genetic Algorithm ranking first in terms 
of applicability (Wetter and Wright, 2003). 
The objective of this work is to set up a method to aid designers choosing between 
different designs for a given building. Typical qualities to optimize are: the energy 
required to heat or cool the premises, occupants' thermal and visual comfort, the use 
of natural daylighting, the environmental impact of the building, indoor air quality 
etc. Emphasis is placed upon the simplification of the method to the utmost in a 
concern to make it usable and especially to make sure it is actually used by designers 
without a strong computer programming background. 
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Figure 1 - Schematic Diagram of the Method 
This method will be based on three main programs: 
- ESP-r will be used to assess building performance; 
- MATLAB will be used to carry out the optimization search through its 
Genetic Algorithm interface. It will also be used to set up an Artificial Neural 
Network to replace the energy software to avoid heavy computations, as 
explained further into detail; 
- Perl was used to automate the batches of simulations necessary to train and 
test the ANN. 
The second chapter of this thesis presents a review of the history of optimization with 
emphasis placed upon building optimization and the most commonly-used 
techniques, as well as a brief section on building simulation. 
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The structure of the proposed method encompassing the different steps to carry out an 
optimization study is devised in Chapter 3. The proposed scheme is tested in Chapter 
4, showing the performance of the ANN compared to the building energy simulation 
program and documenting the results of the optimization study. Two sets of 
optimization studies on a large-scale building are documented in Chapter 5. Finally, 




2. BUILDING OPTIMIZATION AND BUILDING SIMULATION 
2.1. Global Definition 
Optimization1: The art of rendering optimal—i.e. most desirable possible under a 
restriction impressed or implied. 
Optimization2: An act, process, or methodology of making something (as a design, 
system, or decision) as fully perfect, functional, or effective as possible; specifically: 
the mathematical procedures (as finding the maximum of a function) involved in this. 
Many definitions can be found for the term optimization. What does it really stand 
for? What is the key concept of optimization? What are the assumptions and 
implications hidden behind this apparently well-known word? More precisely, what 
is building optimization and how has it been applied in the building community? The 
purpose of this literature review is threefold: 
- To address these questions, 
- To summarize what has been achieved so far in the field of building 
optimization, 
- And to determine what remains to be done. 
The definitions quoted above have one thing in common: the art of optimization aims 
at improving the quality of the considered system. Some definitions even go further, 
1
 Definition from http://www.wordreference.com 
2
 Definition from http://www.answers.com 
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stating that an optimal solution should be a feasible solution. This very statement 
implies that there exist some constraints to optimization, and that optimization is not 
an absolute but rather relative concept. One optimizes a function, a design, or a 
system under certain conditions, over a certain space defined by these conditions. 
The art of optimizing lies in this very concept: working on a system with a view to 
make it as perfect, as functional, or as effective as possible given some limiting 
conditions. 
2.2. History of Building Optimization 
Further to the first idea of optimization as the rendering of a system most desirable as 
possible, optimization is a scientific field, based on rules, rationales, and methods. 
The first optimization technique known is the steepest descent proposed by Gauss in 
the 18th century. However, Dantzig's linear programming was the first technique to 
be referred to as optimization, in the 1940s. It was first used by the US military for 
logistics and training schedules. Various techniques then blossomed in the following 
years and were applied directly to a wide range of fields: production and 
transportation engineering, risk analysis, and aerospace engineering, amongst others. 
Today, one can count tens of optimization techniques. Gradient-descent (a.k.a. 
steepest descent) algorithms, the simplex method, simulated annealing, and 
evolutionary algorithms (with, amongst others, genetic algorithms, evolutionary 
strategy, particle swarm optimization...) are just a few to name. Designers have 
encountered many barriers on their way: 
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- Inherent complexity of the practice of building design due to the great number 
of people and disciplines involved in the project; 
- Complexity of buildings as energy systems. There are a great number of 
parameters the influence of which cannot easily be forecast, such as weather 
patterns, the surrounding environment, occupancy, the aging of the building, 
changes of use of the premises, interactions with the surrounding buildings, 
just to name a few; 
- Rapid growth of the use of software for building simulations. Simulation 
tools were developed to meet specific requirements (e.g. more accurate 
prediction of energy consumption; integration of new technologies within 
buildings; commissioning of buildings; rising demand from clients to provide 
building occupants with satisfactory indoor climate conducive to productivity, 
etc.). In the process, software developers had little thought for the 
interoperability of such tools, which are consequently very difficult to link 
together, or with any other third party tool in order to use optimization; 
- Building optimization demands knowledge in optimization and sufficient 
computer programming skills that building designers do not necessarily have, 
and optimization has taken a long time to be introduced into university syllabi. 
In the late 1990s - early 2000s, the Generic Optimization Program was developed at 
the Building Technologies Department of the Lawrence Berkeley National 
Laboratory. It was specifically designed to minimize objective functions 
computationally expensive to calculate and for which no derivatives are available, 
which is appropriate in the case of energy simulation and building optimization. 
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Wetter (2001) presented a simple case introducing the optimization tool. Wetter and 
Wright (2004) used GenOpt for their comparison study of different optimization 
algorithms (cf. section on the main optimization techniques used in building 
simulation). The tool consists of an interface which proposes a collection of 
optimization techniques. Users can write their own code and use any external 
program they wish to evaluate the objective function; the only requirement is that the 
third party program should read text input and write text output. 
In the following section, an insight of the main methods used in building optimization 
is given in order to approach the last part of this literature review, i.e. Building 
Energy Management and Building Optimization, with a broader understanding. 
2.3. Design Parameters and Optimization Objectives 
Optimizing a system requires two main objects: 
- Design parameters, which can take on different values, and whose impact on 
the system is to be investigated; 
- And at least one objective function stating which qualities of the system are to 
be improved. 
Scores of parameters have been studied in building optimization, depending on the 
purpose of the study. Examples of optimization studies are given in the next section. 
As far as objective functions are concerned, most of the time, they are: 
- The financial cost of the project; 
- The energy performance of the system; 
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- The environmental impact of the building; 
- And occupants' comfort. 
One may encounter combinations of these objective functions as well, such as 
thermal comfort and energy performance (Chouhdary et al. 2004), or environmental 
and financial cost (Wang et al. 2004). A combination of all these aspects would be 
the most desirable target, of course, but this would require a deep understanding of 
how the system to be optimized works and a non-negligible number of data, which 
are not always available. 
2.4. Main Building Optimization Techniques 
There exist two main approaches to optimization: the first option is to work on the 
objective function directly using mathematical tools under the guidance of gradient 
information in order to determine the optimal value of the function over a given 
search space (so called gradient-based methods). The second option is to scan the 
search space in a discrete fashion (i.e. try different values of the input vector of the 
objective function) and determine via any appropriate algorithm a near-optimal 
solution. The latter methods are referred to as stochastic techniques; they require a 
termination criterion since chances of reaching the exact target are very slim. 
Gradient-based methods work well with second order differentiable functions, and in 
some cases, with more complex but smooth objective functions. In building 
optimization, however, the objective function is often estimated by using energy 
simulation programs which contain features that make the objective function highly 
non linear and non smooth. This is due to some approximations made by the tool, 
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thus making the objective function discontinuous for some parameters. In this event, 
deterministic methods fail poorly whereas stochastic techniques are particularly well 
suited since they allow for the exploration of the whole search space, eventually 
focussing on regions of interest only, and finally converging toward a near-optimal 
solution. For this reason, stochastic techniques are more fit to the purpose of this 
study since very detailed simulations will be required. 
2.4.1. Comparing the Performance of Different Optimization A Igorithms 
Wetter and Wright (2004) proposed a very interesting case study comparing the most 
commonly used algorithms in building optimization. Their study dealt with nine 
algorithms that could be classified under three categories: direct-search algorithms, 
stochastic population-based algorithms, and gradient-based algorithms. 
Direct Search Algorithms 
As far as direct-search algorithms are concerned, the performance of two Generalized 
Pattern Search (GPS) algorithms, and two simplex algorithms—a coordinate-search 
method—was studied. The main strength of direct search is that it does not require 
any information on the derivatives of the objective function. A GPS algorithm 
defines some points around the current point and aims at the point with an objective 
function more desirable than the current point's. If such a point exists, it will become 
the new current point at the next iteration. If none of the points have a better 
objective function, then the algorithm will try some points located closer to the 
current point. The algorithm stops when the value of the mesh (i.e. the ensemble of 
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the points being investigated around the current point) reaches a certain threshold 
preset by the user. 
Population-Based Algorithms 
Two population-based algorithms were also investigated: a Particle Swarm 
Optimization (PSO) algorithm and the Simple Genetic Algorithm (simple GA). Both 
belong to the now very well-known family of evolutionary algorithms. According to 
Eiben and Smith (1998), evolutionary algorithms are all based on the same 
underlying concept: given a population of individuals, the environmental pressure 
causes natural selection (survival of the fittest), which causes a rise on the fitness of 
the population. Given a quality Junction to be maximized, we can randomly create a 
set of candidate solutions [...] and apply the quality function as an abstract fitness 
measure - the higher the better. Such methods are inspired from Darwin's theory of 
evolution. Candidates, or individuals, are feasible solutions; they have a genome, 
made of genes representing their characteristics. This genome can be interpreted as a 
fitness function, describing the quality of the individual. In order to represent 
selection pressure—the principle that drives evolution according to Darwin's 
theory—individuals undergo mutation and recombination to seed the next generation 
of individuals. With appropriate parameters defined for the algorithm, the fitness of 
the individuals should improve with each generation and eventually converge toward 
a near-optimal value. 
Particle Swarm Optimization was developed by Eberhart and Kennedy (1995). It is a 
technique inspired by the social behaviour of flocks of birds or schools of fish. 
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Individuals are here called particles, and they fly through the search space. Particles 
are represented by their position in the space, their velocity, and their fitness value. 
An important aspect of the algorithm is the fact that all particles keep track of their 
positions and fitness values throughout the optimization process. The swarm of 
particles is randomly initialized and the algorithm searches for optima by updating 
particles at each generation. Each particle will update its position and velocity by 
following two best values: the best fitness value it achieved so far and the best value 
achieved by the whole swarm. The algorithm stops when a predefined maximum 
number of iteration is reached, or when minimum error criteria are reached, i.e. when 
the particles converge toward the near-optimal solution. The main difference 
between PSO and GA is that particle swarm optimization does not use crossover. As 
well, there is no exchange of information between the individuals of the swarm since 
the best particle is the only one to give out information to the rest of the swarm. 
Genetic Algorithm under Scope 
Before presenting the results of Wetter and Wright's study, let us focus on the most 
widely used optimization algorithm: the Genetic Algorithm. The GA was conceived 
by Holland in the 1970s though a couple of scientists had worked on some 
evolutionary programs before him (Baricalli simulated evolution automata that played 
a simple card game in 1954; from 1957 onwards, Fraser published a series of papers 
on the simulation of natural selection; Fraser and Burnell then published a book 
summarizing the different studies on computer simulation of evolution carried out 
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through the 1960s.)3 Even though GAs are mostly used for optimization, their 
application range is much wider; Nassif and Zmeureanu (2006) presented a study in 
which they set up and trained a grey-box model to approximate HVAC components. 
The grey-box models were trained using GAs. 
The simple GA is the implementation of the aforementioned definition of 
evolutionary strategies. Most evolutionary algorithms, and more specifically the GA, 
are based on the following pseudo-code: 
BEGIN 
INITIALIZE population with random 









UNTIL (TERMINATION CONDITION is 
SELECT parents; 
RECOMBINE pair of parents; 
MUTATE the resulting offspring; 
EVALUATE new candidates; 





Figure 2 - Basic Evolutionary Algorithm Pseudo-code 
Here follows a quick overview of the simple GA: 
- Representation: Representation 
is one of the crucial steps in 
setting up an evolutionary 
algorithm. It enables to link 
the real world to the world in 
which the algorithm works. In other words, any building in the real world 
could be represented by an individual which possesses a unique genome in the 
3
 General facts from www.wikipedia.org (section on the Genetic Algorithm) 
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
Figure 3 - Genome of a random individual. 
Each box represents a gene; the values that 
each box can take are alleles of the gene. 
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GA world. Mapping from the real world to the search space is a process that 
needs to be applicable to and the same for all the individuals of the algorithm; 
likewise, it needs to work both ways so that any individual generated by the 
program should correspond to one building case only and vice versa. In the 
case of the simple GA, individuals are represented by bit-strings. 
Evaluation Function: The performance of individuals has to be evaluated in 
order to rank individuals according to their performance and to allow for the 
survival of the fittest, in order to improve the quality of the population with 
each generation. Very often, the evaluation function is estimated via an 
external computer program assessing the energy performance of the building 
for example. 
- Population: In order to preserve diversity and avoid the collapse of the 
population, a minimum number of individuals are necessary. The underlying 
concept of diversity is that individuals which might not currently perform very 
well might yet have some genetic material that could come in handy later in 
the optimization process. Maintaining a certain population size helps mixing 
individuals' genetic materials and it thus prevents the population from 
collapsing—which is, in the biological world, the equivalent to species 
extinction. 
- Parent Selection Mechanism: This step of evolutionary algorithms has two 
roles: it favours fitter individuals, thus making sure the quality of the 
population improves over time while maintaining diversity by giving a small, 
but positive chance to less fit individuals to pass on their genes to the next 
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generation. Fitness-proportional selection is used in the simple GA; the more 
fit the individual, the more likely it will be chosen for the mating pool. 
Variation Operators: These operators are meant to create new individuals, and 
hence explore new possibilities. There are two main variation operators: 
mutation and recombination. Mutation is a mechanism that works on one 
parent and yields a slightly modified offspring. Recombination, on the other 
hand, works on two parents at least, and can yield more than one offspring. In 
the case of the simple GA, bit-flip mutation is applied and recombination is 1-
point crossover, with two parents resulting in two offspring. 
1 0 1 (1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Figure 4 - Bit-flip Mutation 
Hi 0 0 1 » • • 
l I 0 1 0 0 0 1 
1 1 0 0 1 0 0 () 
1 0 0 0 1 
Figure 5 - One-point Crossover 
Survivor Selection Mechanism: In order to maintain a constant population 
size—which is not compulsory but very usual—a selection mechanism is 
applied to the population after it has undergone mutation and recombination. 
Survival individuals are chosen based on their quality and on their age. Age-
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based replacement or fitness-based replacement can be used. Elitism is also 
often used; this ensures that some of the fittest individuals be not discarded 
because of their age for example. 
- Initialization: The initial population is generally randomly seeded. The only 
condition is that all individuals should satisfy the optimization problem 
constraints, i.e. they have to be feasible solutions. 
- Termination Criterion: If the target objective is known, then the algorithm will 
stop once the error between the target objective and the fittest individual has 
reached a user-defined threshold. However, the target objective is not known 
in advance in most cases, and the termination condition should be one of the 
following (Eiben and Smith, 1998): 
o The maximum CPU time is reached; 
o The total number of fitness evaluations reaches a limit set by the user; 
o For a given period of time, the fitness of the population does not 
improve significantly; 
o The population diversity drops under a certain threshold. 
The simple GA is only one simple implementation of GAs. There exist a lot of 
representations, using real or integer numbers, or even combinations of different 
types. Likewise, several methods for mutation, recombination, and selection 
mechanisms are available; however, they will not be presented here for the sake of 
simplifying the literature review. They are nonetheless very well documented, as in 
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Eiben and Smith's Introduction to Evolutionary Computing in particular (Eiben and 
Smith, 1998). 
Other Algorithms Reviewed 
Further to the PSO algorithm and the simple GA, an upgraded version of the PSO and 
a hybrid PSO-Hooke Jeeves (a direct-search method) algorithm was investigated. A 
gradient-based method, namely the Discrete Armijo Gradient Algorithm, was also 
reviewed in the said paper. This method approximates gradients using finite 
differences. The method works well with smooth functions but has difficulties in 
case of discontinuities in the objective function on which it works. 
Performances of the Algorithms 
All algorithms were tested on both a simple case and a detailed case. The simple case 
only counted four parameters (the building azimuth, the width of the east and west 
windows, and the shading device transmittance.) For the complex case, thirteen 
independent parameters were defined (the glazing-to-wall area ratio for the four 
walls; the depth of the overhangs, the set point for the shading devices for the west, 
east, and south facades; the room air temperature set points for night cooling in 
summer and winter; and the cooling supply air temperature.) The objective function 
for both cases was the annual energy consumption set as the sum of the heating, 
cooling, and lighting energy consumptions. The heating and cooling loads as well 
as the electricity required to light the building were computed with EnergyPlus. The 
study concluded on thejbllowing points: 
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- With the detailed model, the simplex algorithm failed far from the minimum; 
- Both the GA and PSO algorithms performed well, with better results for the 
simple GA for equivalent numbers of generations; 
- The best optimization results were obtained with the hybrid PSO-Hooke 
Jeeves algorithm though it required a greater number of simulations than the 
simple GA or non-hybrid PSO, and it failed far from the minimum in one 
case; 
- The gradient-based method failed far from the optimal solution even for the 
simpler problem. 
The following graph, from Wetter and Wright (2003), shows the performance of the 
algorithms studied. For each algorithm, the distance between the optimization results 
and the best optimization results achieved with all the algorithms is plotted against 
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Figure 6 - Performance of Several Optimization Algorithms 
From Wetter and Wright (2003) - Figure 2 b) 
Some salient points of this study are: 
- Setting up a hybrid algorithm using both a stochastic population-based 
algorithm and a direct-search algorithm is a good idea that benefits from both 
algorithms' assets. Indeed, in a first step, the population-based algorithm 
scans the whole search space and identifies the most promising region; then, 
the direct-search algorithm refines the search to identify the optimal result 
with a maximum accuracy; 
- However, if one is ready to make a trade-off between accuracy and 
computation time, the simple GA is a good alternative since it converges more 
rapidly. If a high accuracy is required, the GA parameters could be changed 
once the promising region of the search space has been identified in order to 
refine the search. Likewise, and as the authors proposed, when the latter 
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region is identified, a second hybrid algorithm could be used to further the 
search; 
- Gradient-based and direct-search algorithms are not appropriate for building 
optimization resorting to an external computer program to assess the fitness of 
individuals. This is mainly due to the discontinuity of the objective function 
with respect to some parameters. As a consequence, such algorithms fail 
poorly even on simple problems. However, a potential idea is to use 
stochastic population-based methods to identify regions of interest for the 
search. The function could be considered as rather smooth over small regions 
of the search space, thus enabling the use of direct-search functions, or even 
gradient-based functions in some cases, which could find the exact optimal 
solution over the regions they would scan. 
2.4.2. Artificial Neural Networks 
The last method presented here is Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs). Even though 
ANN techniques are not an optimization approach, they are often used in order to 
improve building energy management by modelling systems hard to model with 
traditional energy software. In that sense, it was included in this literature review. 
The different works leading to ANNs initiated in the late 1940s. ANNs as we know 
them nowadays were developed mostly in the 1980s4. They belong to the response 
surface approximation (RSA) algorithms. In a nutshell, ANNs are a simplified 
computer representation of the human brain. Different layers of neurons are given 
information input and process it to deliver an output. Several layers of neurons can 
4
 General facts from www.wikipedia.org (Neural Network and Artificial Neural Network sections) 
be used in series. ANNs are said to have the capacity to approximate any function if 
properly parameterized. ANNs are used for classification, pattern recognition, 
function approximation, and data processing. The underlying concept of these 
paradigms is that they are able to learn. Sets of data are used to train the algorithm, 
and then to validate it. There are scores of training functions and several software 
tools have been developed to help users set up ANNs; the Matlab ANN Toolbox is 
one of them, as we will see in the following chapters of this thesis. 
More precisely, an ANN consists of a layer of input nodes, a layer of output nodes, 
and at least one hidden layer connecting the input and output layers. Each node, or 
neuron, of a given layer is linked to that of the following layer. Each hidden node 
works on the values it is given as inputs and delivers an output that can in turn be 
used as an input to the following layer. 
inputs Layer of Neurons 
""S 
Where 
» = number of 
elements in 
input vector 
S = number of 
neurons in layer 
Figure 7 - Typical ANN Architecture 
From the Neural Network Section, Matlab (2006) 
The previous sketch represents a one-hidden layer ANN (Matlab, 2006). pi's refer to 
input parameters. A weight wij and a bias bj transform the value of pi before it is 
input to function-' . The latter function produces an output, aj, which can in turn be 
fed to another layer of neurons. There are a many great deal of transfer functions-' ; 
the most commonly used are the Hard-Limit, Linear, and Log-Sigmoid transfer 
functions. Hidden layers can be added in series, and a two-layer network where the 
first layer is sigmoid and the second is linear is said to be potent enough to 
approximate any function with a finite number of discontinuities (Matlab, 2006). 
The network is trained the following way: 
- Inputs are presented to the network; 
- Output values are computed and compared to the output values expected— 
whence the need for a database with output values corresponding to vectors of 
input parameters to train the network; 
- Biases and weights are then updated in order to minimize the error between 
the expected output values and the values calculated by the network. Biases 
and weights can be updated after each input vector is presented to the 
network—i.e. incremental training—or after the whole set of inputs have been 
presented to the network—i.e. batch training. This step is repeated until the 
error value passes below a threshold defined by the user. 
Out of the training methods that can be used to optimize the weight and bias 
values, backpropagation is the one used most often. This is a gradient-
descent algorithm which updates bias and weight values along the negative of 
the gradient of the function to be approximated. 
In a nutshell, the following steps are necessary to construct an ANN to model a 
building: 
- Create a set of training data by running building energy simulations with ESP-
r in our case; 
- Create the network object (define the number of neurons and layers); 
- Train the network; 
Simulate the network response to new inputs to validate the network. 
Several software packages have been developed for ANNs. The price of commercial 
packages can range from a couple of hundreds dollars for a single module—ANN-
only, or ANN plus other optimization modules—to thousands of dollars. MATLAB, 
a tool widely recognized and used in the industry, recently developed a very user-
friendly Neural Network Toolbox. User codes to set up and train ANNs are available 
as well, but this demands advanced programming skills, as we noticed before, and 
one of the objectives of this methodology is to make it accessible and easy to use to 
the utmost. 
2.5. Building Simulation in Building Optimization 
Most of the time, building optimization algorithms resort to external software to 
assess the performance of buildings or building systems. The author of this work 
chose to work with ESP-r. The Energy Simulation Program - research Version was 
initially developed in the 1970s. The project was initiated by Joe Clarke who 
developed a program to assess energy use in buildings as part of his doctoral research 
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from 1974 to 1977. In the late 1980s, the Energy Systems Research Unit was created 
at Strathclyde University; one of the missions of this unit has been to keep on 
developing the program for British and European research projects. ESP-r now 
enables modelling for the assessment of acoustics, thermal comfort, and visual 
performance on top of energy usage. The software is equipped to model heat, air, 
moisture, and electrical flows. Further to its many useful modules such as the 
Sensitivity Analysis Module, work is under way to integrate ESP-r to Radiance, the 
reference tool to assess building lighting performance. Natural Resources Canada is 
now playing a major role in the development of ESP-r. 
ESP-r is thus one of the most potent tools to model the performance of buildings and 
it is therefore suited for the purpose of this study. Few optimization studies used 
ESP-r to assess buildings' performance, mainly due to the complexity to automate the 
simulation process. For example, GenOpt can work with any building simulation 
engine providing it reads text input and it yields text output readable by GenOpt 
(Wetter, 2004). This is feasible, but this requires the user to program a code to 
transfer input information from the GenOpt text file to ESP-r model files in a first 
step, and to extract ESP-r results from the ESP-r RES module to a proper output text 
file readable by GenOpt. This will be one of the challenges of using ESP-r to assess 
building performance within optimization algorithms. 
Information available from the ESRU website at http://www.esru.strath.ac.uk 
2.6. Building Optimization 
The different building optimization studies found in the literature could be classified 
under three categories: optimization of the design process; optimization of the three 
main elements of the building energy system (building structure, HVAC system, 
control strategies, and any combination of these); and ongoing optimization. 
2.6.1. Optimization of the Design Process 
Even though there is no optimization technique involved in this approach, it was 
judged to be relevant to this literature review because it is part of the current building 
practice and it aims at improving the design process; it was thus included for 
information purpose only. Optimization of the building process is a problem that 
touches more than one profession and discipline. As a matter of fact, many actors are 
involved in the design process, including architects, engineers (structural, mechanical, 
electrical), contractors, clients etc. Hence, the design process is made of many 
entwined links between the different actors and the different tasks to perform. A few 
optimization techniques relying on mathematical rationales have been developed. 
Choudhari et al. (2003) proposed a model which consists in dividing the design 
problem into subsystems hierarchically ordered and linked by mathematical 
functions. This approach relies on the individual optimization of each block 
superseded in turn by the optimization of the global process. Further to improving 
the building design, extensive work is carried out to make optimization technologies 
and tools accessible to designers whose field is not necessarily in relation with 
simulations or energy analysis, environmental impact assessment and so forth. Hobbs 
et al. (2003) documented the introduction of building energy tools within an 
architectural practice with a view to improve the performance of buildings designed 
by the practice. The paper highlights the importance to train designers—architects in 
this case—to use these tools adequately from the inception of the design process. 
2.6.2. Optimization of the Building Energy System 
A building energy system can be divided into three main systems: the structure of the 
building (building envelope mainly); the heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning 
(HVAC) system; and the control strategies (mainly control actions on the HVAC 
system, but also control of other elements such as solar panels, solar shading devices, 
etc.). The most natural approach consists in optimizing any of these elements 
individually and then integrating them once their optimal individual characteristics 
have been found. Nassif et al. (2003) worked on different algorithms to optimize the 
control set points of an HVAC system in their introductory work to online 
optimization of control strategies. 
The shortcoming of optimizing one aspect of the building energy system only is that 
elements which were designed to perform as efficiently as possible can in fact 
perform very poorly as a consequence of an ill-conducted integration of the different 
elements constituting a building. A way to overcome this limitation is to consider the 
building in its entirety and to search for its optimal configuration based on some 
parameters and for a given objective function. The parameters under discussion 
should make sense with respect to the objective function studied. Most of the times, 
parameters are chosen based on the designer's expertise and on some general trends 
within the profession. However, some studies were carried out recently in an attempt 
to choose these parameters in a more objective manner. For example, Wang et al. 
(2003) presented a sensitivity analysis in finding the optimal shape of a green 
building. They investigated the influence of the building shape, orientation, window 
ratio, structural system, and insulation level. The objective functions were the life-
cycle cost and life-cycle environmental impact; Pareto fronts were plotted in the 
performance space in order to assess the influence of each parameter on the 
buildings' performances. The authors noticed the influence of the window ratio: the 
higher the window ratio, the higher the life-cycle cost and life-cycle environmental 
impact. They also noted the strong linear relationship between the window ratio and 
the extreme life-cycle cost and life-cycle environmental impact values of the Pareto 
fronts. As far as the life-cycle cost is concerned, the smaller the building perimeter 
the better; on the other hand, best performances in terms of environmental impact 
were achieved for buildings with a longer edge on the south (in order to benefit from 
sun gains in winter, since the building was located in Montreal). Finally, the authors 
remarked that a higher insulation level did not necessarily result in more performing 
buildings. 
As far as objective functions are concerned, annual energy consumption is often used 
as criterion (Wetter 2001 and Hoist 2003) but some studies used exergy to account for 
the whole environmental impact of the building (Wang et al. 2003, Wang et al. 2005a, 
and Wang et al. 2005b). Wright and Farmani (2001) studied the simultaneous 
optimization of the building structure, HVAC system, and control strategies with 
respect to the operating energy cost of the HVAC system. Wright and Loosemore 
(2001) carried out a multi-criterion optimization of a building design and control 
options. They used parameters reflecting the three energy sub-systems: 
characteristics of the envelope, dimensions of the HVAC system, and set-point 
control temperatures. Wang et al. (2003) proposed the optimization of a green 
building envelope design based on the measure of the building exergy consumption. 
2.6.3. Ongoing Optimization 
The last trend in building optimization deals with continuously evolving features of 
the system so that it may adapt to continuously evolving patterns such as weather 
conditions or occupancy. This is ongoing optimization. Different methods were 
proposed, such as ANNs, Fuzzy Neural Networks, rule-based and method-based 
techniques. Yang et al. (2005) investigated different ways to train ANNs for the 
prediction of the energy consumption of an HVAC system. Yu and van Paassen 
(2003) proposed the use of fuzzy neural networks to detect malfunctions of an HVAC 
system; according to their study, malfunctioning and ill-adapted HVAC systems can 
actually result in a 30% increase in the energy consumption of buildings in North 
America. Madhavi et al. (2001) compared a model-based and a rule-based approach 
within the frame of so-called self-aware buildings—i.e. buildings adapting to certain 
changing conditions. The study concluded the use of a hybrid method combining the 
assets of both approaches. The conclusion remarks mentioned another possible 
approach, namely compartmentalization, whose underlying concept is to first treat the 
problem in a rough manner and then, to refine simulations for complex zones only. 
Nassif et al. (2003) proposed an online optimization of supervisory control in which a 
GA was coupled with a mathematical model to decide on the control strategy to 
follow in order to minimize the system energy consumption. Finally, Coffey et al. 
(2006) wrote an interesting summary of model-based control in responsive building 
systems. 
2.7. Summary 
2.7.1. The Limits of Building Optimization 
One of the salient facts of this review is that optimization algorithms very often rely 
on an external energy program to estimate how well candidate buildings perform in 
whole-building optimization. Depending on the desired level of accuracy, using an 
external energy program can be very time consuming. There exist different ways to 
assess a building energy consumption ranging from assessing the energy demand of a 
building for some typical design days in the year (Wright and Farmani 2001) to a 
complete yearly assessment. Furthermore, computational time is highly dependent on 
the level of accuracy desired, and for example, assessing the global energy demand of 
a building can be achieved in a couple of minutes whereas detailed simulations used 
for the assessment of visual comfort can take up to one day depending on the period 
simulated. Another issue lies in how hard it is to modify the building model in order 
to simulate myriads of cases necessary to the exploration of the search space to find a 
near-optimal solution. 
As mentioned earlier, genetic algorithms are robust at solving any type of simulation-
based building optimization problems, providing the GA is parameterized correctly. 
Therefore, they have been widely used and a number of studies have been carried out 
to investigate the influence of the algorithm parameters on the results and their 
limitations in solving such problems (cf. (Wetter and Wright 2003) presented in the 
first section of the literature review). Wright and Alajmi (2005) studied the 
robustness of GAs in solving unconstrained optimization problems. The influence of 
the algorithm parameters were tested by using GAs with different parameters 
(population sizes (5, 15, and 30), crossover rates (0.7 and 1.0) and mutation rates 
(0.01 and 0.02)). Even though no major differences were found between the results 
produced by the algorithms, the authors remarked that statistically, GAs with small 
population sizes (5 and 15) and high crossover (100%) and mutation (2%) rates 
performed better. Near-optimal solutions for the problem being solved were found 
with a competitive number of simulations (300). 
2.7.2. Addressing the Shortcomings ofGA 
The main limitations of GAs lie in the number of simulations required for the 
evolution process: increasing the level of accuracy of the simulations results in an 
increasing computational time. Optimization objectives are most of the time the 
energy consumption or the running cost of the system, with a few exceptions using 
environmental impact. Optimizing for these aspects only can be competing with 
occupants' comfort—such as thermal comfort and visual comfort. It is theoretically 
possible to add these aspects to the objective function and thus find the best trade-off 
to simultaneously optimize energy use, thermal comfort, and visual comfort. When 
significant levels of details are required the evolution process can be very time 
consuming and possibly fail due to the high number of evaluations required by GAs. 
To overcome this shortcoming, this works sets out to develop an ANN model of the 
building to mimic the building being studied. Using the optimization performance of 
GAs in conflation with rapid assessments obtained from ANNs, designers can get 
very close to the optimal solution in a fairly reasonable time. This approach has not 
been tested extensively, but it has some potential. Still, it is quite limited and not 
easily applicable by designers for the following reasons: 
- First, such an approach requires a substantial amount of data for the building, 
which does not reflect the real conditions under which designers operate in the 
early phase of a project; 
Second, an ANN is built to mimic the response of a building with respect to a 
pre-defined set of parameters whose allowable variation ranges are pre-
defined as well. This implies that in the event of any change in the building 
usage or in the environment of the building, the ANN model will not reflect 
the actual building response anymore; 
- Last but not least, creating the database to train and test the ANN is a very 
tedious and prohibitive process which could not be applicable in real 
situations such as architect practices and the like. 
This research project proposes to address the above issues, and first and foremost, to 
come up with a methodology as user-friendly and applicable as possible for 
designers. 
CHAPTER 3 
3. BUILDING OPTIMIZATION METHOD 
BASED ON GA AND ANN 
Based on the remarks and conclusions drawn from the review of building 
optimization and building energy management, the author proposes to investigate 
methods to optimize buildings. The very idea of gathering these methods into a 
methodology usable by designers begs the following question: For whom should this 
methodology be developed? At what stage of the design process should it be 
applicable? What would be the best trade-off between simplicity, flexibility, and 
accuracy? What qualities of the building does one seek to improve, and what are the 
relevant study parameters? 
This chapter presents the first sketch of the proposed methodology and the reasoning 
it stems from by analysing the different steps it is made of. The following chapter 
will present a simple study case to test the general concept. 
3.1. Sketch of the Method 
The goal is to optimize a building based on some parameters and with an objective 
function encompassing energy demand, thermal and visual comfort. The sequence is 
fairly simple and consists of the following steps: 
- Choose a building to optimize; 
- Define the objective function; 
- Define study parameters and their allowable ranges; 
Choose a cluster of cases to thoroughly represent the whole search space; 
Simulate all the cases to create a database of outputs corresponding to input 
vectors; 
Set up an ANN model of the building; train it and validate it with the database 
created in the previous step; 
- Set up a GA and use the ANN to estimate individuals' fitness. 
3.2. The Methodology in Detail 
3.2.1. Study Parameters 
Two different kinds of studies can be carried out depending on whether one tries to 
assess which are the most important parameters or aspects of a system—that is a 
sensitivity analysis, or whether one wants to investigate the impact of some specific 
design parameters on the system. The methodology proposed in this work bears in 
mind that it should assist designers in their decision making with respect to some 
design parameters for which there exist some constraints. Hence, the study 
parameters for the optimization analysis are usually known in advance, and one seeks 
to determine their most promising values with respect to the desired objective 
function. 
Allowable ranges are defined for each parameter; they are determined based on 
regulations in effect, such as building codes or other limiting factors applying to the 
building under discussion. 
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3.2.2. Objective Function 
The objective function represents the quality of the building the designer wishes to 
achieve. Its complexity can thus vary greatly depending on whether it is made of one 
element only (e.g. minimizing the energy consumption of the building) or of a 
combination of various aspects of the building (e.g. minimizing the energy 
consumption and environmental impact of the building while optimizing occupants' 
thermal and visual comfort). The complexity of the objective function lies in the fact 
that some objectives can be competing. For example, increasing the glazing area of 
the building in order to reduce the lighting energy consumption can result in 
increased heating and cooling loads and might not necessarily be beneficial to the 
building occupants' visual comfort. It is consequently very important to have 
powerful tools to one's disposal to estimate accurately each element of the objective 
function. 
In the light of this last statement, one of the main issues of building optimization is 
the complexity of the objective function and therefore, what tools to use to assess it. 
As discussed in the literature review, several methods can be used, ranging from 
simple equations to external software. The work proposed here will use ESP-r to get 
accurate estimates for several aspects of the building: energy, thermal comfort, and 
visual comfort. Since Genetic Algorithm will be used to search for the near-optimal 
solution to the problem, an extensive number of computations will be required. To 
alleviate the computational burden, a cluster of cases representing the search space 
will be simulated with the building simulation program and used to train an ANN to 
approximate the building simulation model. 
3.2.3. Design of Experiments 
Study parameters' allowable ranges constitute a design space on which the 
optimization algorithm will work. The objective function will not be determined by 
using an external program but rather via an ANN model of the building for the 
reasons previously established. ANN models are trained for a given search space, 
and they require finite databases to that purpose. The main challenge is thus to 
choose a limited number of sample cases to constitute the database and still represent 
the whole search space thoroughly; this step is called design of experiments. 
One of the most common methods encountered to address the above issue is referred 
to as the Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) method. The underlying concept of this 
method is pretty simple: let us consider two design parameters. The consequent 
search space could be represented by a square. M intervals can be defined for each 
variable, with the requirement that the number of intervals (M) be equal for both 
variables. A so-called Latin square corresponds to a square in which there is only 
sample per column and per row, as shown on figure 9. Sample points can also be 
chosen simultaneously so that the whole search space would be sampled in an 
equally-probable fashion, as shown on figure 8. 














LHS is a technique that was first used for statistics. Several studies have concluded 
that for a study based on N parameters, a number M greater than twice the number of 
parameters is sufficient to correctly sample the search space for uncertainty and 
sensitivity analysis (Mackay 1988, and Yeh and Tung 1993). Fewer samples could 
result in a loose representation of the search space and too many more samples would 
result in onerous computations. 
Carrying out a sensitivity analysis also enables to search for those parameters that 
have a greater influence on the objective function. Once the said parameters are 
identified, the search space for these parameters can be sampled in a finer fashion. 
Likewise, the search space can be sampled in a coarser way for parameters which 
influence less the objective function. 
3.2.4. Simulations 
Simulation is one of the key steps of this methodology. Indeed, any miscalculation, 
any mistake in the files describing the building model would result in an erroneous 
database, which would in turn engender an ill-adapted ANN, finally leading to a final 
near-optimal result that could be far from the real one. The validity of the building 
simulation model is also of the essence. Examples used further in this study were 
validated by comparing ESP-r predictions with measured data as will be shown in 
chapter 4. Consequently, this step needs extra care and attention. It is very important 
that all the simulations be run under the same conditions, but for the changing 
parameters—that is, the study parameters. Likewise, all parameter values should be 
the ones defined as per the design of experiments so that the search space is sampled 
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effectively. These remarks might seem trivial, but when it comes to dealing with a 
significant number of files, mistakes can easily occur, and any rule breaking would 
compromise the success of the optimization search. Thus, this raises the question of 
the significance of manual simulations and file-handling. This issue will be 
addressed in the conclusion remarks of the next chapter. 
3.2.5. Setting up the ANN 
As we previously said, calling ESP-r to assess the fitness of each individual generated 
for the optimization search would imply heavy computations and would not be 
feasible in certain cases due to time constraints and computer resources. To 
overcome this limitation, an ANN model of the building will be used. Once properly 
trained, the ANN will give a quick and fairly accurate estimate of the function it was 
trained for. In the event of population-based optimization, which requires a lot of 
function estimations, ANNs look very promising. 
3.2.6. Optimization Search with the Genetic Algorithm 
A detailed description of the genetic algorithm was given in the previous chapter. In 
the case of building optimization, the great variety of parameters, which can be 
continuous, discontinuous, or Boolean—though the latter type is quite rare, makes 
representation, mutation, and crossover delicate operations. More details on these 
operations will be given in the next chapter. As we previously mentioned, the fitness 
of individuals will be assessed by the ANN model to approximate the building 
response. 
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Like for ANNs, several tools were developed for optimization algorithms and more 
specifically for genetic algorithms. However, user codes remained widely used 
because they are much easier to write than codes for ANNs, for example. MATLAB 
now has a General Algorithm and Direct Search Toolbox, which makes the software 
very interesting inasmuch as it has modules accommodating both GAs and ANNs. 
Further to MATLAB and other commercial programs, Microsoft's Excel also 
comprises a GA facility. Last but not least, scores of source codes in C/C++, Java, 
and Fortran can be found on the Internet. Once again, this begs the question of how 
much knowledge designers need to have in programming. GA might not be very hard 
to program; however, the choice of the algorithm's parameters and genetic operators 
(mutation, reproduction, and selection) is crucial to the success of the optimization 
search. Besides, such codes might not be flexible enough and consequently be hard 
to change for designers without advanced programming skills. Finally, the use of GA 
for building optimization is quite well documented and the conclusions of these 
various studies are quite easy to implement with commercial tools such as MATLAB, 
for example. 
3.3. Summary 
This methodology relies on methods that have been extensively used in building 
optimization and other fields. However, the use of ANNs in conflation with GAs has 
rarely been documented (Mengistu 2005, Chow et al. 2002, and Zhou 2007), even 
though it seems to be a very promising technique. Bearing in mind the limitations of 
the proposed technology, this works proposes to confront it to a small-scale case 




4. TESTING THE METHOD 
SMALL-CASE EXAMPLE 
4.1. Choosing the Model to Test the Methodology 
In order to test the efficacy and the applicability of the proposed methodology, a first 
study case was investigated. There is no real need for a complex case at this stage 
since the purpose was to test the methodology quickly in order to assess its strengths 
and weaknesses, thus getting better insights into the problem, and giving rise to a 
stronger methodology. 
The building used for the preliminary validation stage was chosen from the database 
of exemplars available from within the ESP-r program. The ESP-r model is a portion 
of an office building located in Ottawa, Ontario. 
Project: Office model tor network flow stndies 
Figure 10 - ESP-r Model of the Office 
As shown in this figure, the office is made up of four main zones; they represent 
actual rooms, namely: 
- Manager, i.e. the manager's office; 
- General, i.e. an open-space office; 
- Reception; 
- And Conference. 
Further to these four zones, a zone 'ceilvoid' represents the ceiling, and an extra 
fictitious zone 'mixing_box' is used to define a part of the HVAC operations. 
The exemplar is documented with the results of basic simulations carried out from 
April 8 to April 15 . Those results showed that cooling was required for this office 
space for outside temperatures greater than 6°C. 
General facts on the building are summarized in the following table. The load 
schedule is the one initially provided with the example and is supposed to account for 
the variation of loads depending on working hours and on room usage. 
Geometry of the building 
Geometry of the windows 
U value of the windows 
Internal loads 
Outside Temperature set points to 
activate the vents 
250 m2 
3 m high 
2.8 in wide 
1.9 m high 
2.81W/m2.K 
8 W/m2 for lights . . ^ f 
5 to 10W/m2 for equipment depending" -
on the rooms. 
From 0W to 500 W (latent) and 300W. 
(sensible) depending on the time and on; 
the room/ ', •, •••- "v. v"' ' v — c^-'-'^ f^eK.^  
Lower bound: 13°C 
Upper bound: 28°C 
Table 1 - General Facts on the Original Building 
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The office has several windows. There are five in the Conference room; two in the 
Reception area; five in the General room; and one in the Manager room; which were 
probably installed for visual comfort concern even though they turned out to greatly 
influence the heating and cooling loads of the building. Vents were installed under 
each window. Preliminary studies recommend the use of a hybrid system based on 
mechanical ventilation assisted by natural ventilation through the vents located under 
the windows. 
Thus this case clearly is very suitable to our purpose. The first idea is to study the 
impact of the window dimensions, the louver inclination angle, and the temperature 
set points to activate the vents on the building energy consumption and on its 
occupants' thermal comfort. This is consequently a multi-objective optimization 
problem, whose objectives are: 
- Minimizing the annual heating load for each occupied zone; 
- Minimizing the annual cooling load for each occupied zone; 
- Minimizing the annual lighting energy consumption for each occupied zone; 
- And maximizing the cumulative frequency for which a maximum of 20% of 
the occupants of the zone are dissatisfied, for each occupied zone, during 
occupied hours. 
Each of these qualities was assessed with ESP-r for each room and for each of the 
five simulation seasons. These five simulation seasons are early winter (November 
and December), spring, summer, autumn, and late winter (January to March). Those 
values were then combined to assess the quality of each candidate building during the 
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optimization search. The optimization objective is a weighted sum of all individual 
objectives and it takes the following form: 
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Equation 1 - Objective Function 
Where HLj, is the heating load of the building in kWhr. CZ, is the cooling load for 
the building in kWhr. To truly assess the energy demand of the building, these two 
metrics should be weighted to account for the efficiency and energy consumption of 
the heating and cooling systems respectively. However, since these weighting factors 
would be the same for all cases for the heating load and cooling load respectively, the 
author disregarded them. LEt is the lighting energy demand in kWhr of electricity. 
Subscript i refers to simulation period /. The year is divided into the five simulation 
periods previously mentioned—whence n=5. NDaysi is the number of days in period 
i. TotalNDays corresponds to the total number of days in the year under 
consideration. X is the vector of design parameters. TC, the parameter used to assess 
the performance of a given room in terms of thermal comfort, is the ratio of the time 
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for which the indoor air quality is acceptable—i.e. when PPD, the percentage of 
dissatisfied people, is less than 20%—out of the total time of occupancy for the room 
under consideration. ESP-r asks for the clothing level and metabolic rate to assess 
thermal comfort. The clothing level chosen was 1.0 clo in winter, 0.5 clo in summer, 
and 0.75 clo in fall and spring, which corresponds to typical clothing level values. As 
far as the metabolic rate is concerned, the value taken was 90 W/m2, which 
corresponds to typical clerical activities. To have the desired optimization objective, 
the designer should prescribe weights Ci to C2 are in kWhr"1, C3 in kWh of electricity 
"
!
, and C4 to C7 are dimensionless since our thermal comfort index is dimensionless. 
Weights are to the discretion of the user: if the user wishes to favour a certain aspect 
of the objective function, such as thermal comfort for example, then a greater weight 
will be given for the said aspect to drive the optimization search in the desired 
direction. The weights taken for the optimization were 10,000 kWhr"1 for Cj and 500 
kWhr"1 for C2. These two values are in the order of magnitude of the heating load and 
cooling load calculated for each season for the office section. The lighting energy 
was disregarded in the optimization search as explained further in this section. As far 
as the other weights are concerned, a value of 1 was taken for each of them in order to 
give to thermal comfort equal importance over the optimization search. 
4.2. Identifying the Study Parameters 
The study parameters are the ones that most greatly influence the objective function 
under consideration, that is, the energy consumption and occupants' comfort, in our 
case. By considering the general structure of the building, the building envelope and 
first hand observations, three items are assumed to have a significant impact on the 
energy consumption of the building and are chosen to carry out the optimization. 
Those parameters are the window sizes, the inclination of the external shading 
devices and the outside temperature set points to activate the vents and thus, use 
natural ventilation. These selected parameters give rise to ten design variables: 
- The width and height of the windows for the south, east and north facades 
(resulting in six parameters); 
- The inclination of the shading devices on the south and east facades (resulting 
in two parameters); 
- And the lower and upper outside temperature set points to activate—open or 
close—the vents (resulting in two parameters). 
4.3. Determining the Search Space 
This works tries to reflect reality to the utmost; thus, for each parameter, the range of 
allowable values was defined in order to represent real conditions as faithfully as 
possible. There are many limiting factors in the design of buildings; usually, 
allowable ranges are determined based on designers' experience, in consultation with 
building codes, recommendations, design handbooks, rules of thumb, or any other 
appropriate limit inherent to the building's location. 
4.3.1. Dimensions of the Windows 
As far as the windows are concerned, the geometry of the building clearly shows that 
the glazing area could not be increased. On the other hand, it could be decreased 
providing that the total glazing area, exclusive of skylights, is not less than 10% 
(Ontario Building Code 1997) of the floor area of the room in which it is located. 
The limiting factor here is 'Reception' which has a total glazing area of 17.5 % of the 
floor area of the room. For aesthetic purposes, it was decided that all windows should 
have the same dimensions, as in the original design; this sets the lower range for the 
windows to be 85.0 % of their current value. 
4.3.2. Inclination of the Louvers 
The inclination angle of the louvers is defined from the horizontal plane 
corresponding to the roof. A 0° angle corresponds to the horizontal position and the 
inclination of the louvers can vary from 20° to 160° with a 10-degree step5. 
4.3.3. Outside Air Temperature Lower and Upper Bounds to Actuate the 
Vents 
The lower and upper bounds for the outside temperature can vary from 12°C to 28°C 
(Allard and Santamouris 1998). Hence, lower temperature set points between 10°C 
and 15°C, and upper temperature set points from 23°C to 28°C were investigated. 
Extreme temperature set points seldom used for natural ventilation were considered; 
however, if using such temperatures does not lead to satisfactory conditions for the 
5
 In the literature, values usually vary from 0° to 90°, but the scope of these studies is to optimize the 
luminance level of the room. Few studies consider angles whose values goes beyond 135°. 
occupants of the building, they will be automatically disregarded by the optimization 
process which seeks to reach the best trade-off between energy consumption and 
occupants' thermal comfort. 
In summary the following table shows the ranges for the selected variables: 
Variable 
Width of windows on the south.facade 
Height of windows on the south facade 
Width of windows on the north facade 
Height of windows on the north facade] 
Width of windows on the east facade 
Height of windows on the east facade 
Louver angle on the south facade 
Louver angle on the east facade 
Lower bound for the outside temperature 
set point for the control of ventilation 
Upper bound for the outside temperature set 


























































Table 2 - Allowable Ranges for the Selected Parameters 
4.4. Design of Experiments 
One of the goals of the present work is to develop a simple approximation model, fast 
to compute and accurate enough over a certain design space, to make up for time-
consuming building simulation programs. Building approximations involve choosing 
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an experimental design to sample the region of interest and then construct the 
approximation model. The present building model consists of ten parameters, 
assuming each of which can take on ten different values, one would need 1010 runs 
for a complete model evaluation, which is totally inappropriate to designers' use. 
Thus, the design of experiments is a necessary step to minimize the number of runs 
required and to select a few but representative sample runs within the design space. 
With 10 parameters, twice as many samples would be enough to sample the search 
space, according to MacKay (1988). However, due to the complexity of the objective 
function, 50 sets of samples were selected to represent the design space for training 
and 20 sets of data for testing the ANN. The sample cases were determined using the 
Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) method presented in the previous section. 
Sampling points are listed in Appendix A. 
4.5. Running the Simulations 
The simulations were performed with the ESP-r energy simulation tool. The software 
enables the analysis of energy and mass flows within the built environment. Thermal 
simulations can be run in conflation with nodal network mass flow simulations. The 
selected building has four rooms, each represented by a thermal zone and a mass flow 
node, plus one thermal zone representing the plenum ('ceiljvoid'), and another 
fictitious thermal zone representing a mixing box ('mixingbox'). The boundary 
conditions are set to 'exterior' for exterior walls; 'adiabatic' for the rear walls of the 
room; and 'similar' for the floor and the upper surface of the ceiling zone. A mass 
flow network represents the airflow between different interior zones and with the 
exterior environment. 
The simulations were run for a whole year which was divided into 5 simulation 
periods: 
- Early winter (from January 1st until April 3rd); 
- Spring (from April 4th until May 8th); 
- Summer (from May 9th until August 28th); 
- Autumn (from August 29th until October 16th); 
- And late winter (from October 17th until December 31st). 
These typical seasons were determined through the automated climate module of 
ESP-r. Three control files—for winter; spring and autumn; and summer—define 
different temperature set points for weekday and weekend building occupancy times. 
Each simulation period was preceded by a 21-day pre-simulation. Typically, a 
whole-year simulation took approximately 1.25 hours (CPU time). 
With ESP-r, a building model is mainly described by: 
- Some geometry files which comprise information on the structure of the 
building. Each file contains information on one specific zone; 
Some files which describe objects casting shadow on the building—such as 
louvers, trees, or even surrounding buildings. Thermal and mass-flow 
calculations are not performed for such shading objects, but their influence on 
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the solar process is taken into account in calculations of the building zones. 
As for the previous case, each file contains information on one specific zone; 
- An operation file which defines building operations, that is, mainly, HVAC 
strategies for different seasons with, amongst others, details on how and under 
what conditions to activate the vents. This file is unique and contains the 
information for all the zones and all the seasons of the year. 
Prior to running a simulation for a building case, all these files have to be changed 
according to the input vectors given by the design of experiments. In the case of this 
preliminary study, all the files were changed manually, which proved to be a very 
long and tedious process, not to mention errors occurring occasionally. This will be 
further discussed in the conclusion remarks of this chapter. 
Running the fifty simulations took three weeks6 with a Pentium II 733 MHz 
computer. 
4.6. Constructing the Artificial Neural Network 
Once the database of simulation results was constructed, an artificial neural network 
ANN was set up and trained in order to approximate the building's response. After 
going through the database of results, some of them clearly looked erroneous, and 
were consequently discarded from the database in order to avoid inducing mistakes in 
6
 The author ran simulations over a period of three working weeks; in other words, simulations did not 
take three CPU-time weeks. 
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the training of the ANN. 38 cases were used, 30 for training, and 8 for testing the 
ANN. Here follow some specifics on the ANN: 
- Ten input nodes, representing the study parameters defined in Table 1; 
Seven output nodes, representing each element of the objective function 
defined earlier; 
- 21 nodes in the hidden layer. The number of nodes was obtained by trial and 
error; 
- The ANN was trained using a backpropagation method, using a user code 
developed by Dr. Mengitu with whom the author collaborated on this 
example; 
Training the ANN took approximately three hours with a Pentium IV 2.2 GHz 
computer. 
Once the ANN was trained, a couple of cases were simulated with the ANN and 
compared with the simulation results given by ESP-r. These cases were obviously 
not included into the pool of data used to train the ANN. The average error was 
found to be less than 5% for all the outputs but for the lighting energy consumption, 
as shown on the following figures (Fig. 11-15). 
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Figure 11 - Relative Error for the Heating (HE) and Cooling (CE) Loads 
ANN vs BS 
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Figure 12 - Validation of the ANN - ANN vs BS 














Figure 13 - Validation of the ANN - ANN vs BS Results 
Average Annual Heating Load [kWhr] 
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Cases 
Figure 14 - Validation of the ANN - ANN vs BS Results 
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Figure 15 - Validation of the ANN - ANN vs BS Results 
Average Lighting Energy Consumption [kWhr] 
Figures 11 to 14 show that the ANN approximation is in good concordance with the 
actual results, that is, the ones given by ESP-r, for the cooling and heating loads as 
well as for occupants' thermal comfort. However, Figure 15 shows there are 
important discrepancies between the ANN and ESP-r for the lighting energy 
consumption. As a matter of fact, the author decided to define some control strategies 
to reduce the use of artificial lights in the rooms when the illuminance level inside the 
room reaches a certain level defined by general regulations in effect in Canada. After 
looking into this problem more seriously, and after consulting the ESP-r community 
online, the author realized that the calculations given by ESP-r were not correct. 
ESP-r developers are confident that solar processes are correctly taken into account in 
the energy balance of the different zones, and consequently that the corresponding 
heating and cooling loads are computed correctly. However, the heat gains and thus 
the lighting energy associated with control actions on the lights available from the 
result files are not correct for some reason. All the results associated with the lighting 
energy consumption for each room are thus erroneous, and this accounts for the 
mismatch between the ANN model estimates and the ESP-r calculation results. The 
author got confirmation, however, that the impact of the lighting on the heating and 
cooling loads were correctly accounted for. Consequently, the lighting energy will be 
disregarded for this part of the study. 
4.7. Using the ANN for the Optimization Search 
With the ANN model ready for use, the last step was the optimization search per se. 
The ANN model was indeed meant to be used in conflation with a genetic algorithm 
(GA) to replace energy tools which would not have made possible the use of 
population-based stochastic optimization algorithms due to expensive computations, 
as we already pointed out. 
The GA was developed under C++ by Mengistu (2005). The latter gentleman worked 
in cooperation with the author of this work and provided him with assistance 
regarding all the technical problems—only for this introductory example—related to 
optimization, including the ANN artificial neural network, and the GA. As explained 
earlier, the genetic algorithm generates potential solutions and evaluates their 
performance—also referred to as 'fitness'—in order to let the fittest individuals 
survive and get close to the near-optimal solution. The evaluation function is used to 
determine how well buildings perform, and in the case of this study, it is the trained 






No. of function call 
Figure 16 - Optimization Search - Number of Function Calls 
The optimization search took less than ten minutes. Figure 16 shows the evolution of 
the objective value, as defined in Equation 1, along the search. It is common practice 
to use the number of function calls, that is, the number of candidate buildings 
evaluated by the objective function, as a time scale. This figure also shows the total 
number of function calls necessary for the search to converge. The authors calculated 
that without using the ANN model, the optimization search would have taken more 
than a year to converge. 
Table 3 shows the values of the design parameters for the near-optimal solution 
compared to that of the existing building. 
Parameter 
Window south (WxHt 
Window north (WxH) 
Window east (Wxtt) " 
Louver angle south 
I^uyCT^gleeasr "T 
Lower and upper 
bounds for outside 
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Table 3 - Design Parameter Values 
The optimization advocates a decrease in the glazing area and an increase in the 
louvers' angle. This is sensible since decreasing the glazing area would enable to 
decrease both the heating load in winter and the cooling load in summer. Likewise, 
the optimal louver angle proves to be the best way to reduce the cooling load 
7
 Global change in the glazing area. 
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associated with direct sun beams. However, since the lighting energy consumption 
was not taken into account for the optimization search, one cannot draw any 
conclusion as to what the best trade-off would be between decreasing the cooling load 
and an extensive use of artificial light in the workspace. Figure 17 shows the 
comparison between the optimized and the original buildings' heating demand. The 
heating and cooling loads were thus reduced by 12% and 4.8%, respectively for the 
whole building. The value of the thermal comfort index was, on the other hand, 
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Figure 17 - Energy Savings for the Building and 
Thermal Comfort Improvement for the 'Manager' and 'Conference' Zones 
It was finally decided that windows should all have the same dimensions regardless 
their orientation. This is a purely arbitrary choice in order to respect the original 
structure of the building for which all the windows were the same size. Since the 
ANN has been trained for different window dimensions, had the authors decided to 
allow for different windows for the three facades, all they would have needed to do is 
run another optimization search, and determine the new near-optimal building. 
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4.8. Conclusion on the Preliminary Study 
This preliminary work proved that the methodology yields sensible results. The ANN 
faithfully models the building's energy consumption and occupants' thermal comfort. 
The GA identified the best trade-off for the defined research parameters, and the 
building could potentially be improved. 
However, the methodology also clearly showed its limits: 
- Preparing all the simulation files for the database by hand is not a viable 
solution. As a matter of fact, further to being a very time-consuming process, 
it is also a very likely source of errors since users could easily make mistakes 
while changing the parameters' values in the ESP-r files. 
- ESP-r also proved to be a limiting factor to this methodology as far as the 
lighting energy consumption is concerned. However, this is partly due to the 
fact that the tool is under continuous development, and new versions will 
probably be available in a near future to address the current shortcomings. 
For the time being, it was decided to use Radiance simulations in parallel to 
ESP-r in order to estimate occupants' visual comfort for later studies, as 
documented in the following section. 
- Last but not least, it is our hope that this methodology will be flexible and 
simple enough to be actually used by designers. This last remark begs for a 
dramatic simplification, or at least automation, of all the file-handling process. 
Based on the conclusions drawn from this preliminary study, the author devised an 
improved methodology meant to address the limitations of the first sketch. 
CHAPTER 5 
5. CONFRONTING THE PROPOSED METHOD 
TO A LARGE-SCALE EXAMPLE 
Chapter 4 showed evidence of the validity and applicability of the methodology for a 
section of a building. The present chapter documents the optimization study of a full-
scale building and different sets of design parameters and objective functions will be 
studied. The two main issues encountered during the validation stage of the 
methodology are also handled as follows: 
- The author of this work wrote a program in the Perl programming language in 
order to automate the whole simulation process. This language is quite 
straightforward and free software exists to program in Perl under most 
operating systems. The role of the program is manifold. 1) It updates the 
ESP-r model for each case defined by the design of experiments; 2) it runs the 
simulation by invoking of ESP-r; 3) it extracts the simulation results from the 
ESP-r files and writes them into an output text file later used to train the 
ANN; and finally 4) it deletes all the temporary files. 
- An attempt was made to use Radiance to assess visual comfort more 
comprehensively. Unfortunately, this proved to be a tedious process and after 
consulting ESP-r developers at Strathclyde's University Energy Systems 
Research Unit (ESRU) and at National Research Council Canada (NRCC), the 
author got the confirmation that work was under way to calculate daylighting 
metrics within ESP-r. Unfortunately again, the Beta version of the software 
was not yet available at the time this thesis was written. 
The first section of this chapter presents the building used for the optimization study 
as well as a summary of a preliminary sensitivity analysis conducted by another 
researcher. The objective function is discussed in the following section with 
emphasis put on the different metrics used to evaluate the building. Finally, two 
optimization study cases are documented in the remaining two sections. 
5.1. Presenting the Building Model 
The building selected is a school located in 
Grong, Norway, whose main feature is a hybrid 
ventilation system. An ESP-r model of the 
building was developed by Wachenfeldt (2003). 
This building was designed with a concern to 
reduce the heating and ventilation energy Figure 18 - Global View of the 
Mediaa School 
consumption and to provide pupils with optimal 
indoor air quality conditions. Energy-saving measures include extensive use of 
natural ventilation and natural daylight, and an underground duct through which the 
air passes before being injected into the classrooms. The culvert enables the 
preheating or pre-cooling of the air, depending on the season. The main classrooms 
are connected to an extract chamber. The extract chamber has a large glazing area as 
shown on Figure 18. Its purpose is twofold: first, it acts as a buffer space containing 
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a large mass of warm air, thus enhancing natural ventilation; it also allows for an 
extensive use of natural daylight in two of the classrooms. This extract chamber is in 
turn connected to an exhaust tower whose purpose is to create draft, hence 
participating to the natural ventilation of the building. 
In the final section of his thesis, Wachenfeldt documented a sensitivity analysis he 
conducted after having set up an ESP-r model of the premises (Wachenfeldt 2003). 
After discussing with Dr. Wachenfeldt and one of his colleagues from the Norwegian 
Technology University in Trondheim, it seems that the building design has two main 
shortcomings: 
- From a general perspective, the geometry is too complicated. On top of 
increasing the price of construction, the geometry favours heat loss as well as 
pressure drop, thus reducing the potential for natural ventilation. 
- Further to thermal bridges, both gentlemen agreed on the fact that floor 
insulation was not sufficient in most of the classrooms and that energy 
performance was quite poor. 
These two aspects notwithstanding, the school works relatively well since it provides 
pupils with a very satisfactory work environment. According to Dr. Wachendfeldt, 
the pre-cooling potential of the duct is unfortunately very little used, since the school 
is left unoccupied throughout summer. In light of this, and bearing in mind the 
introductory comments to this thesis on building rehabilitation, studying the potential 
of the building for summer usage and thus investigating the optimal design of the 
school, should it be used in summer, is an interesting challenge. 
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For the purpose of this work, major changes were made to the original ESP-r model 
of the building. In order to operate under more constraining conditions, the exhaust 
and intake fans were removed, thus leaving natural ventilation as the only driving 
force in the building. 
Figure 19 shows a cross section view of the school with the underground intake duct 
to preheat or precool the air connected in turn to the underground distribution duct, 
located under the corridor. Air is then distributed to the classrooms, collected by the 
extract chamber and finally exhausted outside by the exhaust tower. 
Exhaust tower 
Figure 19 - Cross-sectional View of the Ventilation System 
Finally, Figure 19 shows a bird view of the ESP-r model of the school with the three 
main classrooms. 
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Figure 20 - Bird View of the Model 
5.2. Identifying the Metric Function 
It would be convenient to have a performance metric to rate buildings and which 
would encompass environmental impact, energy performance, occupants' comfort (in 
terms of thermal comfort, indoor air quality, visual comfort, acoustic comfort etc.) as 
well as financial considerations altogether. However, such a performance metric does 
not exist and is very unlikely to see the day. It has already taken much time for the 
international building community to reach consensus as to what metrics to use to 
evaluate thermal comfort, for example, and some aspects such as daylighting are still 
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under discussion (Reinhart et al. 2006). As already mentioned, the ESP-r energy tool 
was used for the simulation part of this work; consequently, the metrics chosen to 
assess the performance of the building are those easy to compute with the software. 
Let us have a brief review of the indices used to assess building performance in this 
study: 
5.2.1. Energy Performance 
Energy performance is already taken into account in the environmental performance 
metric, but since the energy bill happens to be one of the most important driving 
forces pushing clients to buy more energy-wise homes, it is of the essence. The 
heating demand, cooling demand, and lighting energy are the most commonly used 
metrics. However, more detailed metrics are also used at time, such as the energy 
efficiency of a heat recovery system for example. Scores of energy tools have been 
developed since the first oil crisis. TRNSYS, Energy Plus, and ESP-r are some of the 
most widely used tools. 
5.2.2. Thermal Comfort 
Unlike visual comfort, thermal comfort has been thoroughly studied for a couple of 
decades and there exist guidelines as to what metrics to use, how to measure them, 
and provisions on acceptable values. ASHRAE standards 1993 (55-2204) list a 
couple of metrics usable for the purpose of assessing thermal comfort in a room. 
PMV, the predicted mean vote, as well as PPD, the predicted percentage of 
dissatisfied people are two very popular metrics. PMV is the predicted mean vote of 
a large population exposed to a given environment. The PMV value is derived from 
the physics of heat transfer and empirical correlations; it ranges between -3, for which 
the environment is considered to be "too cold" and +3, where the environment is "too 
warm". Obviously, any environment should ideally score around zero. PPD is 
derived in turn from the PMV value. When the PMV value deviates away from the 
neutral value (i.e. zero) then the value of PPD starts increasing. Software tools such 
as ESP-r can now accurately predict these values too. 
5.2.3. Indoor Air Quality 
Indoor Air Quality is a domain that deals with the presence of contaminants in the 
indoor air such as microbes, chemicals, allergens etc. Several indices are used to 
assess the quality of indoor air, such as the mean age of air or the concentration of 
gases, just to name a few (ASHRAE 2001). They usually require a substantial 
amount of detail and thus, computational effort. 
5.2.4. Visual Comfort 
Some provisions exist as far as the minimum lighting level is concerned, but as of 
today, there is no general consensus as to what metrics to use to evaluate the quality 
of daylighting. As a matter of fact, daylighting, or the use of natural light instead of 
artificial light, is gaining in popularity due to the significant cost associated with 
artificial lighting. Most countries have regulations with respect to the level of light 
on work planes. For example, Human Resources and Social Development Canada 
recommends 300 lx to 500 lx on the work space for typical clerical work (HRSD 
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1989). Provisions are also given regarding how to take measurements. In spite of 
this, it is quite hard to assess the performance of a building in terms of visual comfort, 
especially when it comes to natural daylight. Reinhart conducts extensive research to 
determine what metrics to use to assess daylight performance in sustainable buildings 
(Reinhart et al. 2006). Daylight factor is by far the most used metric to estimate the 
performance of a building in terms of visual comfort. It is defined as the "interior 
horizontal daylight illuminance expressed as a percentage of the horizontal daylight 
illuminance available to an unobstructed site". Due to its definition, it is a static 
metrics based on the geometry of the building and therefore does not account for 
changes in outside daylight illuminance. According to a researcher at the NTNU 
University, the next update of the Norwegian building code will advocate for a 
daylight factor of at least 2% at a point located one meter from the side wall, halfway 
through the room from the window. Several other metrics were proposed to assess 
dynamic daylight performance. Daylight autonomy for example can be defined as the 
percentage of occupied time per year when target illuminance can be maintained by 
daylight alone. This proves to be quite a useful and intuitive metrics since it can be 
expressed as the percentage of lighting electricity saved by a lighting system ESP-r 
developers are working on improving the interface to perform Radiance calculations 
from within ESP-r. Reinhart's team is also working on linking their tool for 
calculation of dynamic daylight performance to Radiance and ESP-r. 
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5.3. Performance Metrics under the Scope of this Study 
5.3.7. Energy Usage 
For the first example, the heating energy consumption in the classrooms, bathrooms, 
corridor, and heating battery was used to assess the energy performance of the 
building. In the second example, a cooling capacity was added to each of the rooms 
to investigate the need for air conditioning in summer and the optimal cooling 
capacity to install. Determining the GHG emissions due to the operation of the 
building would be straightforward. Software to calculate GHG emissions does exist, 
such as the Athena program in Canada for instance, but the lack of data for Norway 
would impede the calculations and it was thus decided not to take GHG emissions 
into account. 
5.3.2. Thermal Comfort 
As in the previous chapter, thermal comfort is here represented by the cumulative 
frequency of time for which the PPD is the classroom is below 20%. Clothing levels 
of 1.0 clo in winter, 0.75 clo in autumn and spring, and 0.5 in summer were used, as 
previously. The metabolic rates used were 100 W/m2 to account for children's 
activity. 
5.3.3. Visual Comfort 
Finally, visual comfort is represented by the average of daylight factors estimated at a 
series of points located halfway through the room from the windows, and one meter 
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away from the side walls, to compare it to the provisions given by the Norwegian 
Building Code. 
5.3.4. Objective Function 
The optimization seeks to minimize the heating energy consumption while 
maximizing the thermal and visual comfort factors. 
5.4. First Case - Testing the Method on a Large-scale Example 
5.4.1. Design of Experiments and Choice of Parameters 
In this first example, only a limited number of parameters are studied to test the 
applicability of the method with a complex case. Thus, the influence of the size of 
the extract chamber windows and the height of the exhaust tower on the energy, 
thermal, and visual performance of the building is investigated in this first example. 
Changing the glazing area of the extract chamber has an impact on both the building 
energy consumption and the occupants' thermal and visual comfort. These aspects 
are conflicting since increasing the glazing area results in more daylight in the rooms, 
but a worse thermal comfort, as some preliminary studies showed. The height of the 
roof tower was allowed to change in order to help natural ventilation. 
Three design parameters were perturbed to study their impact on the energy 
consumption, and thermal and visual comfort. This defines three inputs that 
correspond to the fifteen outputs for the first case. The upper-bound values were 
arbitrarily chosen following the Norwegian building code which recommends a 
minimum daylight factor of 2% halfway through the room from the window, and one 
meter from the side walls. There is no restriction as to the size of the exhaust tower; 
however, the architect who designed the school would need to give his consent prior 
to any modification in the building envelope. 
Design parameter 
Extract chamber window facing 
south - height [m] 
Extract chamber window facing 
southwest - height [m] 
Exhaust tower - height [m] 
Lower bound 
0.4 
(25% of original value) 
0.4 










Table 4 - Parameters Maximum and Minimum Values 
As for the previous case, LHS was used to sample the search space as efficiently as 
possible. As already mentioned, though several studies have concluded that for a 
study based on N parameters, a number M greater than twice the number of 
parameters is sufficient to correctly sample the search space for uncertainty analysis, 
by experience, more samples are required when dealing with energy simulations. 
Due to the number and different natures of outputs, 250 cases were simulated, that is 
approximately five times the product between the number of inputs and the number of 
outputs. LHS allows for an optimal coverage of the search space. The cases are 
reported in Appendix B. 
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5.4.2. Simulations 
As mentioned in the introduction to the current chapter, and based on the conclusions 
drawn from the preliminary case study, it is necessary that the simulations be 
automated, if only to avoid human errors. A lot of attention was thus placed on the 
writing of a program to prepare the ESP-r model, run the simulation, extract and save 
the simulation results, and erase all temporary files. One of the main concerns of this 
work is to devise a method usable by building designers. It thus needs being fairly 
simple to understand and to implement, regardless of the computational background 
of the user. The Perl programming language is a simple language whose syntax is 
similar to that of the most commonly used programming languages such as C, C++, 
Java and the like. Furthermore, it is free of charge and rather well documented. 
Hence, it appeared to be well suited to the purpose of this work. Any designer 
acquainted with the basics of programming should be able to didactically write a 
program with Perl to automate energy simulations. 
The performances of the different building cases previously defined were computed 
with ESP-r. Each case—which involves changing and updating the model files, 
running the simulations, and saving the results—required approximately 5 minutes 
CPU time for a total of 1,250 minutes—i.e. 20 hours. 
5.4.3. Training the ANN 
The ANN was trained with the MATLAB Neural Network Toolbox using 200 cases. 
The 50 remaining cases were used to validate it. MATLAB's Neural Network 
Toolbox is easy to use and fairly well documented. A feedforward network with one 
hidden layer was trained with the Baysian regularization backpropagation training 
function available within MATLAB. There are 25 neurons in the hidden layer. 
The two following figures illustrate how well the ANN performed in general. Figure 
21 shows the relative error between the ANN model and ESP-r for the energy 
consumption. Figure 22 shows the relative error between the ANN model and ESP-r 
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Figure 21 - Absolute Relative Error - Heating Energy Consumption 
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Figure 22 - Absolute Relative Error - Thermal Comfort (TC) and Visual Comfort (VC) 
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As far as the heating energy consumption is concerned, the average difference 
between the ANN predictions and ESP-r simulations remained below 0.5% in all 
cases but one. Likewise, the maximum relative error between the ANN model and 
ESP-r is slightly above 1%. For the Corridor thermal zone, however, the average 
relative error is slightly greater than 1%, and the maximum error is above 4%. This 
might be due to the fact that the corridor is connected to the three main rooms of the 
building and to the outside as well, and thus it is more complex to model. More 
training cases might have yielded a better approximation for this output, but a 
maximum error of 4% is still very good. Another ANN with 30 neurons instead of 25 
in the hidden layer of the ANN was trained; the maximum error was decreased to 3% 
but the computation time to train the ANN increased significantly. 
The ANN model and ESP-r are, as well, in very good agreement as far as visual 
comfort (referred to on this figure as VC) and thermal comfort (referred to on the 
figure as TC) are concerned. Consequently, there is more discordance between the 
ANN model and ESP-r as far as visual comfort is concerned, since visual comfort is 
harder to model, but the maximum error is still below 2.50%. The ANN was thus 
validated and used as the evaluation function of the Genetic Algorithm. 
5.4.4. Optimization Search 
In order to evaluate which aspect of the objective function had the most potential for 
optimization, three optimization studies were carried out. In the first case, the 
objective function was the global heating demand of the building only. For the 
second case, only the thermal comfort factors were taken into account. Finally, only 
visual comfort was studied in the last case. Optimizing each aspect of the building 
separately yields different optimal designs. Indeed, optimizing for the energy 
consumption only results in maximizing the extract chamber glazing area and 
increasing the height of the exhaust tower. Maximizing for occupants' visual comfort 
yields similar changes. On the other hand, maximizing for the thermal comfort in the 
rooms results in decreasing both the size of the glazing area and the height of the 
tower. The parameters' original and optimal values as well as the building 
performance improved values are listed in Table 5. Optimization results given by the 
GA were counter checked with the Generalized Pattern Search (GPS) algorithm also 









[1.7 1.7 2.0] 
[1.7 1.7 2.0] 
[1.7 1.7 2.0] 
Optimized input vector 
[m m m] 
[1.7 1.7 4.9] 
[0.4 0.4 2.0] 






Table 5 - Results of the Three Single-Objective Optimizations 
These preliminary results show that thermal comfort has the greatest improvement 
potential. It also evidences the obvious: simultaneously optimizing different aspects 
of a building is conflicting. 
Reducing the extract chamber glazing area improves, according to the preliminary 
single-objective optimization results, the thermal comfort in the classrooms a great 
deal, but this also results in a poorer visual comfort and an increase in the energy 
consumption for this period of the year. The first requirement of a building is to 
protect its occupants from the outdoor and to provide them with optimal indoor 
conditions, conductive to their daily activities. In light of this, it was decided to give 
in a first step equal weights to energy consumption, thermal comfort, and visual 
comfort in the objective function to optimize. In general, no single optimal solution 
can simultaneously yield an optimal value for all the single-objective functions. Our 
purpose here is to use a single objective function combining all the aspects to 
improve—energy demand, thermal comfort, and visual comfort. Scaling each 
component of the aggregated objective function between zero and one is a way to 
ensure that all aspects will equally drive the optimization search. This can be 
achieved by using the Lp norm, as in Malard et al (2004): 
minZ,z?(jc) = min 
Equation 2 - Objective Function: Minimizing the Lp Norm 
Where: 
- JC is an input vector belonging to the search space Q, delimited by the lower 
and upper bounds as defined in the Design of Experiments; 
f\ to f3 are, for each of the classrooms, the ratio of time out of the whole 
occupancy time for which PPD is less than 20%. This value is multiplied by 





/ 4 t o / n are the heating energy consumption of class NW, corridor, class NE, 
class S, the three bathrooms, and the heating battery respectively, in kWhr of 
electricity; 
fn t o /is a r e m e average daylight factors, in %, for the side walls of the 
classrooms facing northwest and northeast; 
a>. are the weights associated to these functions. They are dimensionless 
since all the aggregates of the objective function are dimensionless; 
1 < p < oo. The greater p, the more importance is given to the deviation in the 
metric function. 
Table 6 summarizes the results of the first optimization, for which equal weights were 
given to the three main performance indices of the building. As for the previous 
results, the near-optimal solutions were validated using a GPS algorithm as shown in 
















[1.7 1.7 2.0] 
Optimized input vector 
[mm m] 
[0.4200 1.1468 4.5278] 














[m m m] 
[1.7 1.7 2.0] 
Optimized input vector 
[m m m] 
[0.4200 1.1568 4.5278] 
Table 7 - Verification of the Optimization Results with GPS 
These results are not very surprising. Indeed, the individual optimizations showed 
that in the case of this building, and for the conditions defined, only thermal comfort 
had a strong potential for improvement. As a consequence, it is not surprising that 
the best solution should be one that favours thermal comfort over visual comfort, and 
to a lesser extent, over the energy performance of the building. It was then decided to 
change the weights «, for each function according to their improvement potential. 
Visual comfort will thus be favoured over energy performance which will in turn be 
favoured over thermal comfort. The results of this second optimization are listed in 
















[m m m] 
[1.7 1.7 2.0] 
Optimized input vector 
[m m m] 
[0.6558 1.7400 2.000] 
Table 8 - Optimization Results with Different Weights 
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For this optimization, weight values of 1, 1/3, and 3 were defined for the energy 
performance, thermal comfort, and visual comfort respectively. Thermal comfort and 
visual comfort are clearly the most conflicting aspects in this optimization problem. 
Just by changing the geometry of the envelope of the building, one could not improve 
one of these two aspects without seriously worsening the other one. After running a 
few simulations with ESP-r, it appeared that the rooms were indeed too hot for most 
of the time, from June onward. This accounts for why the optimization tends to 
recommend a smaller glazing area on the south facade; the maximization of the 
southwest glazing area might stem from the need to make up for the reduction in the 
global glazing area of the extract chamber to guarantee satisfactory ventilation flow 
rates. However, the optimization does not seek to increase the height of the tower, 
thus reducing the draft, and limiting the airflow rates in the rooms, which causes 
occupants' discomfort. This is contradictive with the positive action a bigger tower 
would have, allowing more fresh air to flow into the rooms, and improving thermal 
comfort. After analysing the climate data, it appeared that the ambient air was 
unusually warm for Norway—i.e. over 25°C—for most of the summer. Since the air 
is only cooled through the underground duct, and since the ambient temperature is so 
high, low flow rates are favoured for they allow the air to cool more before being 
injected into the rooms. Changing the geometry of these three parameters only will 
not improve thermal comfort sufficiently and other options should be investigated, 
such as those proposed in the second example. 
Using other weight values, such as 10, 1, and 1/10, yielded a global improvement of 
0.03% and 0.10% in the energy and visual performance of the building, and to a drop 
of 0.33% in the thermal performance for an input vector of [1.6932 1.7400 3.2479]. 
However, the main conclusion to draw here is that such variations are to take with 
precaution, mainly because they are of the same order than the ANN's relative errors. 
Care should thus be given to avoid choosing too disparate weights. Besides, there is 
no interest in an optimization that advocates so little changes. When designers face 
problems, decisions have to be made. Reducing the size of the south window and, to 
a lesser extent, that of the southwest, is a solution to improve thermal comfort. 
However, other measures should be taken in order to make up for the loss in visual 
comfort. 
The choice of the weighting factors can be based either on a trial and error approach 
or left to the user's discretion. Some optimizers put forward the argument that 
building energy performance should be as important as occupant comfort, and 
therefore would tend to allocate similar weights to both scalars. 
5.5. Second Case - Testing the Limits of the Method 
5.5.7. Design of Experiments and Choice of Parameters 
This case study set out to investigate more parameters such as night setback 
temperatures, adding cooling capacity to the system, adding shading devices on 
windows, changing the sizes of other windows, adding an insulation layer to the 
floors in the classrooms. Adding these parameters will give more insights on the 
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influence of each of those on the global performance of the building. It will as well 
permit to test the limits of the method by having a more complex objective functions 
and more design parameters. Table 9 lists the parameters studied as well as their 
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Table 9 - Study Parameters and Their Lower and Upper Bounds 
As previously mentioned, the size of the main windows for each classroom was 
investigated on top of the dimensions of the extract chamber and tower. Likewise, 
the floor insulation for the main classrooms was allowed to take on three values, 
namely 5cm, 10 cm, or 15 cm. Small cooling capacities were allowed in the 
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classrooms, corridor, and distribution duct in an attempt to make up for the times 
when the duct could not meet the cooling requirements. 
Using the same sampling method as for the previous cases, 1,500 simulation cases 
were defined; a quite significant number of simulations. This number is justified by 
the number of input parameters, namely 24, and the number of outputs, 8. The 
outputs for this case are, as previously, the cumulative frequency of time for which a 
maximum of 15% of the people in the room are dissatisfied for each of the three 
classrooms; the average daylight factors for each of the three classrooms, estimated at 
the same measuring points; and the heating and cooling demand for the system. 
5.5.2. Simulations 
The same Perl program was used to automate the simulations and the 1,500 
simulations took about 5 full days to run. The reason is twofold: firstly, of course, the 
great many number of simulations implied more computations. Secondly, Radiance 
calculations were assessed for three classrooms instead of two, which significantly 
increased the global computation time. (Note that in the first case, the extract 
chamber had but a limited impact on the level of daylight in the classroom facing 
south; hence, it was not taken into account in the optimization.) 
5.5.3. Training the ANN 
The MATLAB toolbox was used for the ANN training and its validation. Training 
the ANN proved more tedious this time. A network with 15 neurons in the hidden 
layer was trained overnight. As shown in Table 8, the ANN performed rather well as 
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far as the heating demand, thermal comfort, and daylight factors are concerned with 
an average relative error below 2%. However, the ANN performed less well at 
predicting the cooling demand and the south daylight factor for a few cases. 
Table 10 - Relative Error between BS and ANN 
For the south daylight factor, the relative error was well below 10% for 90% of the 
cases, as shown on Figure 23. On the other hand, figure 24 shows that for 90% of the 
cases, the relative error on cooling demand was below 15% only. 
South Daylight Factor Relative Error - Cumulative Frequency 
100.00% 
& 80.00% 









Figure 21 - Cumulative Frequency of the Relative Error between BS and ANN for the 
South Visual Comfort Metric 
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Cooling Load Relative Error - Cumulative Frequency 
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Figure 22 - Cumulative Frequency of the Relative Error between BS and ANN for the 
Cooling Demand 
Despite this mediocre performance for both these aspects, the quality of the ANN 
could not be improved by adding more neurons in the hidden layer: the number of 
neurons in the hidden layer could not be increased least heavy computations would 
make the method totally unpractical. Adding a second hidden layer would result in as 
heavy computations. The solution would be to increase the number of simulations to 
train the ANN, and thus to run again a whole new set of simulations. This option was 
not chosen because in a real situation, more time-consuming simulations would mean 
the project would be given up. Besides, this second example set out to test the limits 
of this methodology, and this is clearly one of them. This issue will be further 
addressed in the concluding remarks of this thesis. In the meanwhile, the author 
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decided to use the ANN in spite of its mild performance regarding the south daylight 
factor and the cooling demand. 
5.5.4. Optimization Search 
As for the previous cases, GA was used to determine the optimal design for the 
building given the chosen study parameters. The global performance metric used for 
the optimization is the same as in the previous case, namely: 
minZp(jc) = min 
Where: 
- JC is an input vector belonging to the search space Q, delimited by the lower 
and upper bounds as defined in the Design of Experiments; 
f\ to fi are m e thermal comfort factors for the classrooms facing northwest, 
northeast, and south respectively; 
/ 4 and/5 are the total heating energy demand and total cooling energy 
demand; 
- / 6 to f7 are the average daylight factors for the classrooms facing northwest, 
northeast, and south respectively; 
By applying similar weights, i.e. 1.0, the optimization yielded the results presented in 



















Table 11 - Result of the Optimization Search - Rate of improvement 
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The most salient fact of this optimization is the increase in the exhaust tower height 
from 2.0 m to the maximum value allowed, 6.0 m. The bigger the tower, the more 
draft there is and it thus helps natural ventilation, bringing more fresh air to the 
classrooms. This can explain in part the improvement in the thermal comfort metric. 
Adding small capacity air-conditioning units of 3,000 W would also make up for the 
hot days when natural ventilation alone cannot provide occupants with fully 
satisfactory thermal comfort conditions. This results in greater energy consumption, 
but adding extra insulation layers of 15 cm in the floor of the classrooms 
counterbalances the negative impact of air-conditioning by decreasing the heating 
demand for the cool summer days when heating is required. It is interesting to note 
that the glazing area of the extract chamber remains the same, most likely to help 
natural ventilation and visual comfort. However, the glazing area in the north east 
classroom is decreased by 50%. This is the classroom that gets least sun and this 
window surely is a path to heat loss by radiation heat transfer with the sky. A smaller 
glazing area, however, results in a worse visual comfort and one could replace it for a 
more energy-wise window instead of decreasing the area of the window. Last but not 
the least, the south west glazing area in the south classroom is decreased by 25%; this 
makes sense inasmuch as this is the facade of the building that gets most sun and 
there is overheating in the south classroom during the bright summer days. Thermal 
comfort is thus improved albeit for a loss in visual comfort. 
From a more general perspective, the building performed already very well, which 
accounts for the overall mild improvement in the building performance. 
5.6. Conclusion 
This set of examples proved that ANNs can faithfully represent the performance of 
complex buildings in terms of energy demand, thermal comfort, and visual comfort. 
In the first case, the influence of three parameters only was studied, and the ANN 
gave accurate predictions with less than 5% maximum errors when compared to the 
ESP-r predictions. In the second example, however, more cases were required to 
train the ANN and the ANN also required a greater number of neurons in the hidden 
layer. The cooling demand and the visual comfort metrics were the two hardest 
aspects to predict. On average, error between the ANN and ESP-r's predictions 
remained below 5% but for one case—6.5% for the cooling demand. The global 
performance could be increased by adding more samples to the training pool and 
another hidden layer to the ANN. On the other hand, this would substantially 
increase the computational time. This is clearly one limit of this method: the more 
design parameters and objectives in the objective function, the heavier the 
computations. 
The GA found near-optimal results in a matter of a couple of minutes. These results 
were corroborated by a GPS algorithm available within Matlab. The Matlab 
Optimization Toolbox thus offers the possibility to verify the results of an 
optimization search with seemingly performing algorithms. 
One of the most salient facts is that the 2*N (two times the number of design 
parameters) law does not seem to hold when it comes to building simulations 
involving thermal simulations, fluid mechanics, and visual simulations. It would be 
interesting to study for example the relationship between the number of input over the 
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number of output ratio and the minimum number of cases to sample the search space 
efficiently in the case of building simulations. 
In terms of results, this set of examples showed the complexity of optimizing for 
conflicting aspects of a building such as thermal comfort and energy demand, or 
thermal comfort and visual comfort. The first example gave the best trade-off 
between improvement in thermal comfort and loss in visual comfort by playing on 
three parameters only. This first example also showed that the three parameters were 
not the most important ones since playing on them only did not yield any satisfying 
results. The second example was more comprehensive and different solutions were 
proposed at the same time to test their viability. The optimization results are 
interesting since adding a cooling capacities in the class rooms did not have a too 
negative impact on the overall energy demand over the summer and it improved 
occupants' thermal comfort. The optimization also showed the importance of 
improving floor insulation, which is in accordance with remarks made by NTNU 
researchers who worked on the building. Likewise, it validated the general agreement 
that the exhaust tower ought to be increased to help natural ventilation, and thus, the 
energy performance of the building. 
CONCLUSION 
6. REMARKS, TEACHINGS, 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
6.1. Remarks on Building Optimization 
The literature review preparatory to this study showed there has been confusion 
between 'improvement' and the field of optimization for a long time within the 
building community. Yet, much has been done over the past decades and various 
optimization techniques were successfully applied to buildings. GAs have been 
extensively studied and have proven to perform well at solving building optimization 
problems. GAs' only flaw is that they require a significant number of simulations to 
find a near-optimal solution. As a result, building optimization studies with GAs 
have used fairly simple objective functions only. To this day, very few studies dealt 
with comprehensive objective functions encompassing aspects as diverse as energy 
demand, thermal comfort, and visual comfort for example, mainly because of the 
computational challenge this would pose. However, optimizing for a single objective 
function only may result in poorly integrated buildings. As a matter of fact, different 
aspects of a building are often competing such as energy usage and thermal comfort. 
From this stemmed the idea of using an ANN to replace the building simulation 
program, and thus, alleviate the computational burden. Resorting to an ANN enables 
to optimize for more complex objective functions using evolutionary algorithms such 
as GAs. 
6.2. Conclusions on the Present Work 
The method proposed was tested with a set of examples to different extents. It was 
first successfully tested on a small-case example: a four-room portion of an office 
building in Ottawa. The ANN performed well with prediction errors below 5% 
compared to ESP-r. The GA found a near optimal solution yielding a 1 % to 4% 
increase in thermal comfort, 12% reduction in the heating load, and 4% in the cooling 
load. For the second set of examples, a full building was used: a school located in 
Norway. More design parameters were added to test the limits of the method. As 
well, visual comfort was added to the objective function on top of energy and thermal 
comfort. More cases were required to train the ANN but with sufficient training it 
performed well with average prediction errors below 5% except for one aspect: the 
cooling demand for which the average prediction error was 6.5%. The Mediaa 
School case proved much harder to optimize; it was indeed designed to be a high-
performance building using natural ventilation and providing optimum indoor air 
quality. It was extensively studied by NTNU researchers within the frame of the 
International Energy Agency's research programs. Therefore, it was hard to improve, 
whence the mitigated optimization results. 
The study showed that ANNs can faithfully represent very complex functions to 
assess the performance of a building in terms of energy, thermal comfort, and visual 
comfort. Besides, it was shown that using an ANN embedded within a GA was 
feasible and the process is fairly straightforward with Matlab. It would thus be easy 
to use for any designer with minimum knowledge in programming, which was one of 
the main concerns of this work: to propose a methodology easy to implement with 
accessible tools. 
On the other hand, the method also showed its limits, namely the number of inputs 
(design parameters) versus the number of outputs (aggregates of the objective 
function). Likewise, the two times the number of inputs rule of thumb does not hold 
for complex cases: the more complex the objective function, the more samples are 
required for the ANN training. The empirical relation between the number of inputs 
and the number of simulation cases for the sampling method should perhaps take into 
account the number of outputs. 
6.3. Recommendations for the Future - Building Optimization 
It seems essential to study the optimal number of sample cases to train the ANN as a 
function of the complexity of the outputs, i.e. the functions to approximate. The 
relation does seem to hold when only energy equations (thermal and mass flow) are 
taken into account, as in our first example. There were ten inputs for six outputs. 35 
cases were used to train the ANN and 15 to test it. 
The introduction of lighting equations requires a much greater number of samples to 
train and validate the ANN, as shown in the second example. With three inputs and 
15 outputs, 200 cases were required to train the ANN and 50 to validate it. The last 
example comprised 24 inputs and eight outputs. 1,200 cases were used to train the 
ANN and 300 to validate it. The average prediction error for this last trained ANN 
was below 5% for seven of the eight outputs but for one case with a 6.5% average 
error. Such great numbers require a significant amount of computational time, even 
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with an automated process. It is therefore essential to have a precise idea of the 
number of cases necessary to the ANN training and validation in order to avoid losing 
time and having to start simulations again with another training pool. 
In the case of building simulations, the minimum number of cases to train and 
validate an ANN seems to depend not only on the number of inputs, but also on the 
number of outputs and possibly on the complexity of the output to calculate. 
Other sampling methods might be more appropriate in the case of lighting 
simulations. 
6.4. Potential of ESP-r 
From an ESP-r perspective, it would be interesting to use the sensitivity analysis 
module to estimate parameters of interest. This module could also be developed so 
that it could generate the ANN training pool in an automated fashion. 
There is a need to investigate the lighting simulation capacity within ESP-r once the 
tool is made available, and to test the ability of ANNs to approximate these 
simulations. 
ESP-r works with GenOpt, one of the most promising building optimization tools. 
When using population-based optimization algorithms, GenOpt calls the building 
simulation program for fitness evaluation. The use of these potent algorithms with 
ESP-r is thus reduced for the moment due to the extreme computation time required, 
whence the need to approximate the building simulation program and to exploit its 
strengths with an ANN. In that sense, this aspect could possibly be included to 
GenOpt to be able to build a response surface approximation model of a complex 
building evaluation function in a first step, and then use it for the optimization search. 
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Verification of the GA Optimization Results with a GPS Algorithm 
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Annex G 
Original Performance vs Optimization Search Solution 
First Large-scale Example 
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Thermal Comfort Index is here the cumulative frequency of time with a PPD less than 20% 
Annex H 
Convergence of the GA 
First Large-scale Example 
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Annex I 
Original Performance vs Optimization Search Solution 
Second Large-scale Example 
9
 Thermal Comfort Index is here the cumulative frequency of time with a PPD less than 20% 
10
 Daylight Factor Index is here defined as the average of daylight factors taken at two different 
locations in the room. 
